MT. PLEASANT HIGH SCHOOL SERVICE

PLEASE READ THE SIGN ON FRONT OF THE BUS (OVERHEAD BUS SIGN) TO SEE WHERE IT IS HEADED.

AM SERVICE TO SCHOOL

ROUTE 92 WEST
Route 92 runs every 20 minutes from Kennedy Plaza to Mt. Pleasant. You can transfer to Route 92 at Kennedy Plaza from other routes.

ROUTE 17
8:00am* trip leaves Dyer & Chestnut; arrives Mt. Pleasant High School at 8:40am.
SIGN WILL READ: MT. PLEASANT HS

ROUTE 19
8:20am* trip leaves Plainfield & Murray; arrives Mt. Pleasant High School at 8:40am.
SIGN WILL READ: MT. PLEASANT HS

ROUTE 20
8:01am trip leaves Elmwood Garage; arrives Mt. Pleasant High School at 8:40am.
SIGN WILL READ: MT. PLEASANT HS VIA KENNEDY PL

ROUTE 28
8:19am* trip leaves Hartford & Killingly, arrives Mt. Pleasant High School at 8:40am.
SIGN WILL READ: MT. PLEASANT HS VIA KENNEDY PL

ROUTE 31
8:00am trip leaves Brewery Parkade; arrives Mt. Pleasant High School at 8:40am.
SIGN WILL READ: MT. PLEASANT HS

ROUTE 56
8:15am trip leaves Kennedy Plaza, arrives at Chalkstone & Mt. Pleasant at 8:31am (short walk to school).
SIGN WILL READ: 56 CHALKSTONE/56 STOP & SHOP/56 VA HOSPITAL

*This trip does not stop in Kennedy Plaza

PM SERVICE FROM SCHOOL

ROUTE 92 EAST
3:45PM trip leaves school; travels direct to Kennedy Plaza.
Route 92 runs every 20 minutes from Mt. Pleasant to Kennedy Plaza. You can transfer from Route 92 at Kennedy Plaza to other routes. The trips listed below, are headed to Kennedy Plaza and will become other routes.

R-Line Broad Street leaves the school at 3:45PM,
SIGN WILL READ: R-SOUTH BROAD CITY LINE VIA KENNEDY PLZ
20 Elmwood Avenue leaves the school at 3:45pm
SIGN WILL READ: 20 ELMWOOD 20 RW PARK
31 Cranston St leaves the school at 3:45pm,
SIGN WILL READ: 31 CRANSTON ST 31 BREWERY PKDE VIA KENNEDY PLZ

ROUTE 27 TO ROUTE 17
3:45pm* trip leaves the school; travels direct to Dyer & Chestnut SIGN WILL READ: 17 DYER & CHESTNUT/OLONEVILLE

ROUTE 27 TO ROUTE 19
3:45pm* trip leaves the school; travels direct to Plainfield & Murray SIGN WILL READ: 19 CITY LINE/19 PLAINFIELD

ROUTE 27 TO ROUTE 28
3:45pm * trip leaves the school; travels direct to Kennedy Plaza and then becomes 28 Hartford & Killingly.
SIGN WILL READ: 28 HARTFORD & KILLINGLY/KILLINGLY/VIA OLNEYVILLE/CITY LINE

ROUTE 50
3:45pm trip leaves the school; travels east to Douglas Ave., Shaw’s supermarket, then Inbound to Douglas Ave. to Kennedy Plaza.
SIGN WILL READ: 50 PROVIDENCE 50 DOUGLAS AVE

ROUTE 56
3:48pm trip leaves Chalkstone & Mt. Pleasant; travels direct to Kennedy Plaza.
SIGN WILL READ: 56 PROVIDENCE/56 CHALKSTONE/KENNEDY
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